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A WELCOMING RENOVATION IN PENNINGTON

GLEN RIDGE MAKEOVER
COLOR SPEAKS VOLUMES IN RUMSON



Color Coordinated
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FOYER | Bright yellow wallpaper 
and a boldly patterned stair 
runner create a striking entry. 

EXTERIOR | The stately Rumson 
home dates to the early 20th 
century. 

he décor inside this stately, early-20th-century home leaned toward the classic, as might be 
expected. However, during a renovation of some of the spaces, the owners decided there should 
be a subtle tweak. “They wanted to go a little more modern than in some of the surrounding 
rooms,” designer Robert Kaner says. Not too modern, though — “they still wanted the new 
spaces to connect nicely with the adjacent areas, which are a bit more traditional,” says Kaner, 

owner of Robert Kaner Interior Designs in New York City. 
Kaner used color to create that connection, a strategy encouraged by his clients. “The homeowners really like 

color in a very strong, exuberant way,” Kaner says. “It was very important to them. They definitely don’t gravitate 

T
IN RUMSON, AN INTRIGUING PALETTE  

BALANCES OLD AND NEW



toward neutrals.” That was music to Kaner’s ears. “Playing with color is 
really fun as a designer because, in New York City, we often do a lot of 
neutrals. I like to use color, although it’s usually in a pretty restrained way. 
This gave me a chance to use color in a bigger way.” 

The color story begins in the entry, where a cheerful yellow wall 
covering welcomes visitors. Equally vivid is a hand-knotted wool-and-
silk stair runner. “We wanted to be a little more playful and strong with 
what was going on the stair to create a real design moment,” Kaner 
explains. The pattern on the runner “has a sense of historicism to it.” 

“The ottomans can act as footstools,” designer 
Robert Kaner says of the caramel-colored pieces 
that border the central coffee table. They also act 
as additional seating for large gatherings. 

Shelves in the alcove hold accessories in colors 
that complement the adjacent great room.  

The deft use of color ensures that the newly decorated spaces blend 
comfortably with the existing ones, which feature a similar palette. “Color 
became a really good way for me to link the new rooms to the more tradi-
tional ones,” Kaner says. “The colors we played with in the great room 
work nicely with the adjacent living room palette. Even though we were 
going somewhat more contemporary with the furnishings, the strong 
colors give coherence to the space as a whole.” 

Creating that harmony — developing a “stylistic way to fit something 
more modern into more traditional surroundings and still have it connect 

In addition, the size of the graphic demands attention: “The scale 
makes the stair a stronger element and connects to the bold gesture of 
the newel post. It has a quality of movement that we wouldn’t have been 
able to achieve with a broadloom.” 

…… 

Carpet also plays a major role in the great room just down the hall. 
“We had a sense for where we wanted to go with that when we designed 
the room,” Kaner says. “It was a fairly complex color palette in terms of 
incorporating blues and yellows and some caramel-rust tones. It’s a little 

tricky to get all of those colors to work so well together.” Kaner made it 
work by incorporating a carpet that features each of those tones. The 
lively pattern became a unifying agent. “The rug was certainly a key 
element in tying it all together.” 

In the master bedroom, a neutral carpet provides the foundation for the 
colors and patterns found on the furnishings. The room is swathed in soft-
toned wallpaper with cabinetry stained in a coordinating shade. Similarly 
hued accents build on the theme, while the headboard fabric features 
show-stopping abstract swirls and eddies in deep, rich colors.  



In the master bedroom, custom-designed cabinetry creates a niche suitable for 
a chaise. 

The large-scale headboard looks “almost like a painting,” Robert Kaner says. 

— was a challenge,” he says. But he welcomed the task. “Design chal-
lenges are a good thing and something that excites me. Having a chal-
lenge spurs creativity. It pushes you to do something more interesting 
and more unexpected; a lot of times the most interesting design elements 
come out of the challenges.” DNJ

SOURCES Overall: design, Robert Kaner Interior Design in New York City. Entry: 
mirror, Arteriors Home; table lamp, Studio Schalling; stair runner, O’C Carpet 
& Window Treatment; wall covering, Schumacher; basket, Crate & Barrel. Great 
Room: sofa, IGM Interiors with fabric from Evitavonni through Angela Brown 
Ltd.; sofa side tables, Aero Studios Ltd.; curved chairs, Lawson-Fenning with 
fabric from Gastón y Daniela through Kravet; round occasional table (at right 
in photo), Roman Thomas; club chairs, Century Furniture Co. through Aero Stu-
dios Ltd. with fabrics from Brochier and Casamance through Angela Brown 
Ltd.; oval table (at left in photo), Modern Living Supplies; throw pillow fabri-
cation, IGM Interiors with fabric from Villa Nova through Romo Inc. and 
Casamance through Angela Brown Ltd.; table lamps, vintage Calcite from 

Swank Lighting through 1stdibs with shades from Oriental Lampshade Co. 
through Just Shades; area rug, Martin Patrick Evan Ltd.; valance fabric, West-
bury Textiles and Fabrics through Angela Brown Ltd.; wall covering, Phillip Jef-
fries Ltd. through Holly Hunt New York. Alcove: wall color, “Classic Gray” by 
Benjamin Moore; foo dog sculpture and onyx box, Aero Studios Ltd.; Stratum 
art glass columns, capsule bud vase and Figueroa bone boxes, Plantation De-
sign; vintage Swedish vases, Rorstrand + Gustavsberg through Kenneth Stern. 
Master Bedroom: headboard frame and mirrored cabinets, Hollinger Fine Cab-
inetry Inc.; bed, headboard, and ottoman, IGM Interiors; lounging bench, IGM 
Interiors with fabric from Misia through Angela Brown Ltd.; patterned fabric 
for headboard, 4Spaces; textured (taupe) fabric for headboard and bed, 

Clarence House; bedside table, Lawson-Fenning; swivel chair, A. Rudin with 
fabric from Brochier through Angela Brown Ltd.; fabrication of decorative pil-
lows, IGM Interiors with fabric from Brochier through Angela Brown Ltd., 
Clarence House and Holly Hunt New York with trim from M&J Trimming; cus-
tom bedspread fabrication, American Decorative Quilting with fabric from 
Donghia and Knoll; chair pillow fabric, Clarence House; bench bolster pillow 
fabric, Holly Hunt New York with trim by M&J Trimming; custom pillow cases, 
Kohro through Angela Brown Ltd.; throw on bench, L’Objet; bedside sconce 
and sconces on millwork, The Urban Electric Co.; custom area rug, Sacco Carpet; 
wall covering, Schumacher. 
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